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Reactive Web Applications: Working with Futures 

By Manuel Bernhardt 

Futures are a layer of abstraction on top of the familiar concept of 

callbacks. In this article, excerpted from Reactive Web 

Applications,I will explain why Futures help address the problem of 

programming in an asynchronous fashion. 

 

A Future is a monadic data structure, which means, among other things, that it can easily be 

composed with other Futures. Futures are a layer of abstraction on top of the familiar concept 

of callbacks. There is the problem of "callback hell" which has been plaguing languages such 

as Javascript (for example when working with the server-side asynchronous Node.js library) 

and stems from the fact that there has not been a proper abstraction over the low-level work 

of having to actively pass on, invoke complex callback chains and properly deal with errors 

along that chain. Futures help address the problem of programming in an asynchronous 

fashion by: 

 encapsulating the result of asynchronous computations in a composable data structure 

transparently handling failure cases, propagating them along chains 

 providing a mechanism that takes care of scheduling the execution of asynchronous 

tasks on a thread pool 

We will make use of Play’s WS library to make calls to a few websites - more specifically, 

to websites related to the Play framework. The WS library is asynchronous in nature and 

returns Future results, which is just what we need in order to get our hands dirty. 

Future fundamentals 

A scala.concurrent.Future[T] can be seen as a box that will eventually contain a value of 

type if it succeeds. If it fails, the T Throwable at the origin of the failure will be kept. A 

Future is said to be completed once the computation it is waiting for has yielded a result, or 

failed if there was an error during the computation. 
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Figure 1 Lifecycle of a Future, it can either succeed or fail 
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As soon as a Future is declared, it will start running, which means that the computation it 

tries to achieve will be executed asynchronously. For example, we can use Play’s WS library 

in order to execute a GET request against the Play Framework website: 

val response: Future[WSResponse] =   

WS.url("http://www.playframework.com").get() 

This call will return immediately and lets us continue to do other things. At some point in 

the future, the call may have been executed, in which case we could access the result to do 

something with it. Unlike  Java’s java.util.concurrent.Future<V> which lets one check 

whether a Future is done or block while retrieving it with the get() method, Scala’s Future 

makes it possible to specify what to do with the result of an execution. 

TRANSFORMING FUTURES 

A frequent use-case that arises when working with libraries is the one of transforming the 

result that the library provides into a type of result more appropriate to the task at hand. 

Whether there is only one call producing a Future, or several calls that produce Futures 

holding different types of results, being able to transform the content of a Future without 

having to wait for it to complete is key to building more complex asynchronous computation 

pipelines. Let’s have a look at how a Future can be transformed in Listing 1: 

Listing 1 Successful execution and transformation of a Future 

val response: Future[WSResponse] =   

WS.url("http://www.playframework.com").get()  

val siteOnline: Future[Boolean] = response.map { r =>  
  r.status == 200 } 

siteOnline.foreach { isOnline =>   

if(isOnline) {     println("The Play 

site is up")   } else {     

println("The Play site is down")   } 
} 

Declaring the initial Future by making a GET call to the Play site 

Transforming the Future[WSReponse] with the map function into a Future[Boolean] 

 Acting upon the successful completion of the siteOnline Future 
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In this example, we check the status of the response to see if the GET request succeeded. 

It is important to understand that whilst we are declaring what to do with the WSResponse 

result inside of the map operation, this does not mean that it has to have completed. The 

function that we have attached to our initial response Future only gets executed once and if 

the Future succeeds. Conversely, if the Future were to fail, our function would not be 

executed. 

In the spirit of expression-oriented programming, Futures are primarily meant to be 

transformed and combined in one or more small steps. The example on Listing 1 shows that it 

also is possible to use the side-effecting foreach operation (which returns a result of type 

Unit) but we will see that it is much more useful to transform Futures rather than performing 

side-effecting operations on them. 

RECOVERING FAILED FUTURES 

Futures do not always succeed. If they fail, a Future will remember the cause of its failure, 

rather than throwing an exception right away. Rather than having to wrap our code in 

try...catch blocks, we have full control over when exactly we would like to deal with 

failures. 

Listing 2 Recovering the failure of a Future 

val response: Future[WSResponse] =   

WS.url("http://www.playframework.com").get() 

val siteAvailable: Future[Option[Boolean]] = 

response.map { r =>   Some(r.status == 200)   } 

recover {  

    case ce: java.net.ConnectionException => None  

  } 

Return a Future[Option[Boolean]] since we cannot always say whether the site is available 

   Handle recovery with the recover function 

   Return None if we do not have internet access 

 

The recover function takes as parameter a partial function, allowing us to match against 

different kind of exceptions and handle them accordingly. In our example, we now return an 

Option[Boolean] instead of a Boolean in order to express that we can not always say 

whether a site is available or not, especially if we are not online. 
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NOTE Encoding failure 

 

It may not always be adequate to encode the 

semantics of a failure in a type of the kind of 

Option[Boolean]. Especially when there is a 

chance that more than one type of failure can 

happen, it may be more appropriate to work as if 

the Future were to succeed and plug-in an error 

handling strategy at the end of the computation 

pipeline.  

COMPOSING FUTURES 

One of the nicest features of Scala’s Futures is the possibility to compose them. 

Say for example that we wanted to check not one but more sites related to Play for their 

availability. Instead of waiting for the check on one call to finish and then check the second 

one, we could have both requests be executed concurrently as shown on Figure 2: 

 

Figure 2 Two futures are composed together so that their results can be combined. In addition, also the 

error handling can be done in one place. 

As we have already seen in Listing 1, Futures have access to the same type of monadic 

operations as Options. We could hence be using map and flatMap operations, however, it is 

more convenient to employ a for comprehension as this produces more readable source-code, 

as shown on Listing 3: 
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Listing 3 Composing multiple Futures with a for comprehension 

def siteAvailable(url: String): Future[Boolean] =   

WS.url(url).get().map { r => 

    r.status == 200 } 

val playSiteAvailable =   

siteAvailable("http://www.playframework.com") 

val playGithubAvailable =   

siteAvailable("https://github.com/playframework") 

val allSitesAvailable: Future[Boolean] = for {   

siteAvailable <- playSiteAvailable   githubAvailable <- 

playGithubAvailable 

} yield (siteAvailable && githubAvailable)  

 

Helper method to check the availability of one site 

Future holding the availability of the Play website 

Future holding the availability of the Play Github page 

Composing the Futures in a for comprehension so that they run concurrently 

When both futures have completed we can check if all sites are available 

 

In this example, we start by declaring two Futures, one for each site we want to check. 

We then compose these two Futures with a for comprehension, and return true only if both 

sites are available. What is important in this example is that we declare the Futures outside of the for 

comprehension. This is because Futures start to run as soon as it is declared. If we were to 

declare them inside of the for comprehension, then the second Future would only execute 

once the first one had completed, which would defeat the purpose. 

At this point, we could also easily add a recovery mechanism on the composed 

allSitesAvailable Future: 

val overallAvailability: Future[Option[Boolean]] 

=   allSitesAvailable.map { a =>     Option(a)   

} recover {     case ce: 

java.net.ConnectionException => None   } 

http://www.playframework.com/
https://github.com/playframework
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Rather than having to handle failure individually on each call we can add at the end of the 

computation chain. In this way, the error handling logic is at the same place in code, which 

makes it easier to read and maintain it.  

RUNNING FUTURES 

There is one last thing we need to look into before we go on and see how to make use of 

Futures in Play. In order to run, a Future needs to have access to a so-called 

ExecutionContext which takes care of running the asynchronous tasks. An ExecutionContext 

is typically backed by a plain old ThreadPool. 

As you may have noticed if you tried to run code from any of the previous examples in 

this article, you would encounter a compilation error prompting you to provide an 

ExecutionContext. There is a default global ExecutionContext provided by Scala’s concurrent 

library, and Play also has a default ExecutionContext which can be imported as follows: 

import play.api.libs.concurrent.Execution.Implicits._ 

In fact, it’s pretty easy to create your own ExecutionContext if you want to explore how it 

works: 

Listing 4 Declaring a custom ExecutionContext and running a simple Future block on it 

import 

scala.concurrent._ 

import 

java.concurrent._ 

implicit val ec = ExecutionContext.fromExecutor(  

..Executors.newFixedThreadPool(2) ) 

val sum: Future[Int] = Future { 1 + 1 } sum.foreach { 

s => println(s) } 

 Creating an ExecutionContext based on Java’s Executor API 

Declaring a fixed ThreadPool with 2 threads 

Creating a simple Future that sums two numbers 

 

In this example, you can see that the ec ExecutionContext is declared as an implicit value. 

One advantage of this API is that we don’t need to tell each Future individually which 

ExecutionContext it should be using, but there is one caveat: it is pretty tempting to import 

one default ExecutionContext and then forget about it… until the point where for one reason 
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or another, we need to adjust and fine-tune the ExecutionContexts in use. For example, if we 

were to use our custom ExecutionContext all over the place in a real application by importing 

it in each compilation unit, chances are that at some point it would be exhausted. We would 

then need to revisit the whole codebase and check whether or not it would make sense to use 

this ExecutionContext in each situation (probably that would not be such a great idea). 

So while it may be useful to use a default ExecutionContext for running Futures when 

getting started with a project, in order to avoid running into trouble later on, a better strategy 

is to design your service APIs in such a way that an ExecutionContext can be passed on to 

them. We will talk further about this topic in a moment. 

WHEN TO CREATE FUTURES? 

In most cases, you will be using Futures provided by some library (for example Play’s WS 

library). Unfortunately, there are not always asynchronous libraries or wrappers available for 

all the tools you might be using. 

Futures should mainly be used when there is a blocking operation happening. Blocking 

operations are mainly I/O bound, such as network calls or disk access. As we have already 

briefly seen in Listing 4, Scala provides a simple means to create Futures: 

Listing 5 Example of creating a Future over a blocking operation 

import scala.concurrent._ 

import Execution.Implicits._ 

import java.io.File 

def fileExists(path: String): Future[Boolean] = Future {   new 

java.io.File(path).exists 

} 

Note that this won’t magically turn the blocking code into something asynchronous! 

The file system access of the java.io.File API is still going to be blocking. However, 

what you can do now is to run this code on a different ExecutionContext, which means that it 

won’t use the threads of your default application’s ExecutionContext, which is something 

very, very important to keep in mind, especially when working with Play. 

NOTE Future block 

A Future block doesn’t just create a new Future, 

it schedules its execution against an 

ExecutionContext. 

You should not create Futures to wrap purely CPU bond operations. This doesn’t help 

anyone - CPU bound operations are not blocking (thre is one exception to this long-lasting 
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CPU operations that do a complicated calculation and take a long time can be considered 

blocking). Unless you are writing a portion of code that should run several calculations in 

parallel (and where you hence need these calculations to run simultaneously), creating a 

Future is actually a costly operation since it involves switching the computation to another 

ExecutionContext and hence means that you are paying the cost of context switching. 

 

NOTE Asynchronous code does not equal faster 

code 

A dangerous preconception about asynchronous 

code is that it is fast. That is very far removed 

from the truth. Asynchronous code is non-

blocking, which means that it won’t monopolize 

threads while waiting for the result of a blocking 

operation. But depending on the underlying 

blocking operation, there are costs associated 

with asynchronicity due to the overhead 

introduced by context switching. 
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TIP Telling the ExecutionContext about blocking 

code 

There’s a blocking marker that allows you to tell 

the 

ExecutionContext that a certain portion of code is 

blocking. This is useful in that the 

ExecutionContext will then be able to respond 

appropriately to this situation, for example by 

creating more threads (in the case of a fork-join 

ThreadPool). The other advantage to using this 

marker is also that it becomes clear to other 

developers (as well as to your future self) that a 

given portion of code is blocking. The example of 

Listing 5.5 would be rewritten as: 

import scala.concurrent._ 

import 

Execution.Implicits._ 

import java.io.File 

def fileExists(path: String): Future[Boolean] = 

Future {   blocking {     new 

java.io.File(path).exists   } 

} 
 

 


